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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to model the transient response of conductivity-based gas sensors in the context of odor recognition with
an electronic nose. Commonly, only the steady-state response of the sensor is used for pattern recognition, ignoring the transient response,
which conveys useful discriminatory information. The transient response is modeled as a sum of real exponential functions that represent
the different decay processes that occur during sampling of the gas into the sensor chamber and adsorption of the odor compounds onto
the sensing element. Four multi-exponential models are reviewed: Gardner transform, multi-exponential transient spectroscopy,
Pade-Laplace and Pade-Z transforms. Validation on experimental data from an array of conducting-polymer gas sensors shows that the
Pade-Laplace and Pade-Z models have better resolution capabilities than the two spectral transforms. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The objective of this research is to extract information
from the transient response of chemical gas sensors for the
purpose of identifying volatile compounds with a sensor
array. The most common practice for this problem is to use
the steady state of the sensors as a feature vector and
ignore the transient response, which contains additional

w xdiscriminatory information 8,20 . Fig. 1 shows the typical
response of an array of conducting-polymer gas sensors
when exposed to a volatile compound. The exponential
nature of the response can be easily observed. It seems that
a reasonable way to model these curves would be to fit a
sum of exponential functions of the form:

M
yt rt if t s G e 1Ž . Ž .Ý i

is1

Two tasks can be accomplished by modeling the sensor
Ž .response with Eq. 1 . First, a compact representation of

� 4 � 4the sampled data is obtained: f . . . ™ G . Second, thek i

) Corresponding author. Tel.: q1-937-775-5120; fax: q1-937-775-
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�model parameters may be used as a feature vector G ,t ,ii i
4s1, . . . M for classification purposes. Although concep-

tually easy, the task of modeling a curve with a set of
exponential functions with real exponents is ill-condi-
tioned. Unlike the familiar sinusoidal functions used in
Fourier analysis, exponential functions are not an orthogo-
nal base of the real axis. Therefore, the problem of deter-

� 4mining the coefficients G ,t ,is1, . . . M from finite-timei i

and finite-precision samples of the transient will not have a
unique solution. An additional problem is the determina-
tion of M, the number of exponential components that
should be used in the fit. This issue has been known for

w xover forty years, when Lanczos 9 demonstrated that
three-exponential curves with similar time constants could
be fitted accurately with two-exponential models having
significantly different amplitudes and time constants.

2. Related work

2.1. Classification of methods

Ž .The task of fitting a model like Eq. 1 is shared by a
w xvariety of disciplines in science 13 : gas relaxation kinet-
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Fig. 1. Typical response of an array of 32 conducting-polymer gas sensors.

ics, fluorescence and radioactivity, sedimentation, nuclear
magnetic resonance, etc. A number of methods have been

w xdeveloped, which can be grouped in three classes 3 .
Ž .a Stepwise or exhaustion: These methods extract the

different exponential components sequentially, as in the
w xcase of ‘‘curve peeling’’ 18 . They can be considered as

non-global since each component is extracted indepen-
dently from the rest.

Ž .b Global approximation or least squares: These meth-
ods attempt to approximate the entire curve with a known
number of exponential components by minimizing a mea-
sure of the fit. Therefore, they are not aimed at component
detection.

Ž .c Global detection or integral transform: These meth-
Ž . Ž . Ž .ods share similarities with a and b . Like a they are

Ž .true component detectors. Like b they are global since all
the model parameters are used simultaneously. A variety
of these methods have been proposed, most of them based
on classical transformations such as the Fourier transform
w x w x w x6 , the Laplace transform 21 and the Z-transform 19 .

An alternative classification scheme for multi-exponen-
tial methods, based on the characteristics of the resulting
models, will be adopted for this study.

Ž .A Spectral: These methods attempt to recover the
Ž .spectrum of time constants G t :

`
yt rtf t s G t e dt 2Ž . Ž . Ž .H

0

w xSpectral methods have several advantages 13 :
Ž .Ø Unlike in b , the number of exponential terms does not

need to be known a priori. The individual exponential
components will be detected as peaks in the spectrum.

Ž .Ø Unlike in a , they are global methods, since all the
components are obtained simultaneously in the spec-
trum.

Ø Unlike all of the previous methods, the width of the
peaks can be used to infer the resolution power of the
spectrum. As an example, wider peaks suggest that two
or more exponential components with similar time con-
stants have not been resolved.
Ž .B Non-spectral. These methods attempt to recover the

� 4finite set of exponential components G ,t ,is1, . . . M ,i i
Ž .as in Eq. 1 . This class encompasses most of the methods

Ž . Ž . Ž .in a , b and c . The advantage of these methods is that
they perform data compression and feature extraction si-
multaneously, whereas the spectral methods return a distri-
bution that needs to be analyzed afterwards.

Four modeling methods will be analyzed in this study: 1

Gardner transform and multi-exponential transient spec-
Ž .troscopy METS from the group of spectral techniques,

and Pade-laplace and Pade-Z from the non-spectral family
of methods. All four techniques can be regarded as global
detection or integral transform methods.

2.2. SurÕey

w xThe Gardner transform 6 was introduced forty years
ago, when the ‘‘curve peeling’’ method was common
practice. The method, based on the Fourier transform, did
not become popular at the time due to the lack of computa-

w xtional resources. Schlesinger 14 adapted the Gardner
transform to the FFT, but his method lacked a good
filtering technique to eliminate side ripples in the spectrum
caused by the FFT and noise. For this reason, his imple-
mentation was unable to detect the components of a four-

1 A nonlinear least-squares method based on the Levenberg-Marquardt
optimization procedure was also elevated. Its performance on the syn-
thetic multi-exponential curves of Section 4 was very poor and, for this
reason, was not included in this report.
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exponential synthetic curve. His study was later revisited
w xby Smith and Cohn-Sfetcu 15 , who improved the recov-

ery of the spectrum by applying a low-pass Gaussian filter
before the de-convolution step of the transform. In a later

w xarticle, Smith et al. 17 performed a comparison between
the Gardner transform and two other spectral techniques:
the orthonormal exponential transform and the inverse
Laplace transform. The Gardner transform outperformed
these two methods, both of which displayed substantial
limitations. The orthonormal exponential transform could
not handle non-integer time constants, whereas the inverse
Laplace transform was unable to recover a simple expo-
nential.

Ž .Multi-exponential transient spectroscopy METS is a
recent method based on multiple differentiation of the
experimental curve in logarithmic scale. The theoretical
derivation and numerical implementation of METS were

w x w xpresented in Ref. 13 . METS was revisited in Ref. 12
along with some filtering techniques. Finally, Di Natale et

w xal. 5 performed a comparison between METS, auto-re-
Ž . Ž .gressive models AR and moving average models MA .

METS outperformed AR and MA in recovering the time
constants and predicting the steady-state value of the sen-
sor.

A substantial body of literature exists on the Pade-
Laplace method. The seminal article of Yeramian and

w xClaverie 21 , published in 1987, was a high-level overview
of the method with several numerical examples. In a later

w xarticle 3 , the authors presented a detailed mathematical
derivation of the method, and connections to other meth-
ods of multi-exponential analysis. The Pade-Laplace
method has been applied to a variety of problems. Bajzer

w xet al. 1 used the Pade-Laplace transform to analyze
fluorescence intensity decays. Their contribution was
threefold. First, they extended the method to the frequency
domain. Second, they proposed a graphical representation,
the lifetime-fraction scattergram, to find clusters of poles
and residues in the Pade approximants of different order.
Third, they presented a heuristic for the determination of
an optimal value of s , the expansion value for the Taylor0

w xseries of the Laplace transform. Clayden 4 used the
Pade-Laplace method on nuclear magnetic resonance
Ž .NMR relaxation decay curves. He concluded that Pade-
Laplace was unable to recover three-exponential curves

Ž .with similar time constants the ratios were 1:1.8:32.4 ,
and that it performed similarly to nonlinear least squares.

w xBowers et al. 2 applied Pade-Laplace to electric bire-
fringence decays. They reviewed the heuristic search for s0

of Bajzer et al., concluding that it did not lead to the
optimal value. They also performed a comparison between
Pade-Laplace and CONTIN, a constrained regularization
method, and concluded that Pade-Laplace was more robust
to high-frequency noise, but was heavily affected by base-
line offsets.

The Pade-Z transform has had an interesting history.
Although the term was coined by Yeramian and Claverie,

it has been know for over 200 years. Its original ancestor is
the Prony method, which was reformulated by Weiss and

w xMcDonough 19 using the Z-transform. The Pade-Z
method is more appropriate for time-series with a few
samples and, unlike the Pade-Laplace method, does not

w xsuffer from numerical integration problems 22 . To the
best of our knowledge, the only published implementation
of the Pade-Z method other than the original one of

w xYeramian and Claverie is in the article of Ivanov et al. 7 .

3. Mathematical derivation

3.1. Gardner transform

A brief overview of the mathematical derivation of the
Gardner Transform follows. For details, the reader is re-

w x Ž .ferred to Ref. 6 . Assume an experimental function f t
such that:

M
yl tif t s G e 3Ž . Ž .Ý i

is1

Ž . Ž .Using the definition of the spectrum g l , Eq. 3 can
be rewritten as:

M` `
yl t yl tf t s g l e dls G d lyl e dlŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝH H i iž /0 0 is1

4Ž .
Performing the change of variables lseyy , tse x:

q`
x xyy yy yyw xf e s exp ye g e e d y 5Ž . Ž . Ž .H

y`

x Ž x .The Fourier transform of e f e can be expressed as:

q`1
x x im xF m s e f e e d xŽ . Ž .H'2p y`

q` q`1
xyy xyy yyw xs exp ye e g e d yŽ .H H½ 5'2p y` y`

=e im xd x 6Ž .
Ž .Using another change of variables ssxyy, F m

becomes:

q` q`1
yy im y s s im sw xF m s g e e exp ye e e d sŽ . Ž .H H'2p y` y`

7Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Merging expressions 6 and 7 , and calling K m s

q` w s x s im xH exp ye e e d s:y`

q` F mŽ .
yy im yG m s g e e d xsŽ . Ž .H

K mŽ .y`

q`
x x im xe f e e d xŽ .H

y`s 8Ž .q`
s s im xw xexp ye e e d sH

y`
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Table 1
Time constants and amplitudes of the synthetic signals

Case 1: G sG Case 2: G t s Ki j i i

G t G ti i i i

10 5 1000 5
10 22.22 225 22.22
y10 50 y100 50
10 111.11 45 111.11
10 500 10 500

Ž . Ž yy .So the Fourier transform G m of the spectrum g e
Ž . Ž .can be computed as the ratio of F m and K m , the

x Ž x .Fourier Transforms of the functions e f e and
Ž s. sexp ye e , respectively. The inverse Fourier transform of

Ž . Ž .G m is related to the spectrum g l by:

g lŽ .
yyg e d ys dl 9Ž . Ž .

l

An important remark must be made at this point. The
Gardner transform cannot entirely recover the exponential

Ž . Ž .spectrum g l . Notice that g l and l are coupled in Eq.
Ž .9 . This condition biases the Gardner transform towards
multi-exponential curves for which the product of ampli-
tude and time constant is similar for all the exponential
components.

Ž .The two convolutions and the de-convolution of Eq. 8
are implemented using the FFT. The success of the numer-
ical solution is limited by the fact that:

Ž yy .1. The function g e is not well-behaved.

Ž .2. The experimental function f t must be sampled with a
logarithmic time scale, as required by the FFT of

x Ž x . Ž .e f e . If f t is sampled at constant time intervals, an
interpolation step must be performed, 2 which can be

Ž .difficult if f t is noisy.

3. The continuous Fourier transform is approximated with
its discrete version.

4. The a-periodical convolution of the Fourier Transform
is replaced by the circular convolution of the FFT.

5. The de-convolution process favors high-frequency com-
ponents and, therefore, experimental noise.

w xAs suggested in Ref. 15 , the implementation used in
this study uses a low-pass Gaussian filter prior to the
de-convolution step. This is simply equivalent to multiply-

Ž . m2 r m2
Ding G m by ye right before performing the In-

verse FFT. The dispersion parameter m must be tuned toD

the particular experimental conditions. The smaller the

2 The implementation used in this article uses polynomial and cubic
spline interpolation.

value of m , the better the noise-to-signal ratio of theD

spectrum, at the price of a lower spectrum resolution.

( )3.2. Multi-exponential transient spectroscopy METS

w xMETS 13 is based on a multiple differentiation of the
experimental function in logarithmic scale. By definition,
the first order signal METS is:1

`d f t dŽ .
yt rtMETS t s s G t e dtŽ . Ž .H1 d Lnt d Lnt 0

`d d t
yt rts G t e dtŽ .H

d t d Lnt0

` t
yt rtsy G t e dt 10Ž . Ž .H ž /t0

Ž .Performing the change of variables ysLn t , zs
Ž . Ž .Ln t and substituting in Eq. 10 :

q`
yyz z zMETS t s exp yyzye G e e d z 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1

y`

Ž . Ž y. Ž . z Ž z .Renaming h y sexp yye and TG z se G e
then:

q`

METS y sy h yyz TG z d zŽ . Ž . Ž .H1
y`

U
syh y TG z 12Ž . Ž . Ž .

Ž .If the experimental function has the desired form 1 ,
then METS will be the linear combination of the bell-1

Ž . Ž y.shaped functions h y s exp y y e , which can be
Ž .thought of as convolution kernels located at y sLn ti i

that multiply the amplitude of the exponential G .i
M

yt rt if t s G e ´METS yŽ . Ž .Ý i 1
is1

M

sy G h yyLnt 13Ž . Ž .Ý i i
iy1

Thus METS will present peaks at the time constants1

and the relative amplitude of each peak will be propor-
tional to the amplitude of the exponential component.

Ž .Replacing the convolution kernel h y by the function
Ž . Ž y.h y sexp nyye yields the nth-order signal METS :n n

q`

METS y sy h yyz TG z d zŽ . Ž . Ž .Hn n
y`

U
syh y TG z 14Ž . Ž . Ž .n

Ž .Differentiation of Eq. 14 yields a useful recursion for
the computation of METS signals of higher order.n

dMETS yŽ .n
snMETS y yMETS y 15Ž . Ž . Ž .n nq1d y
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Gardner transform for synthetic curves: Case 1 left and Case 2 right .

Ž . M ytrt iand, similarly, if f t sÝ G e , then:is1 i

M

METS y sy G h yyLnt 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn i n i
is1

Ž . Ž y.The kernels h y sexp nyye become narrower andn

more symmetric with increasing order n. This can be
interpreted as an increase in the resolution power of the
transform. An increase in resolution that does not come for
free. First, with increasing n the peak of the kernels shifts
towards the right on the real axis, distorting the spectrum.
Second, since the higher order METS signals are obtainedn

by differentiation, they become very sensitive to high-
frequency noise.

The first order signal METS is obtained from the1
Ž .experimental function f t by differentiation in logarith-

Ž .mic scale using Eq. 10 . This requires logarithmic sam-
Ž .pling or interpolation if f t is sampled at constant time

intervals. Subsequent higher order METS signals aren
Ž .obtained from the recursive expression 15 . METS has

Ž .several advantages over the Gardner transform: i METS
Ž .is computationally cheaper, ii it has a trivial implementa-

Ž .tion and iii it allows different degrees of resolution by
changing the order of the differentiation.

3.3. Pade-Laplace

w xThe Pade-Laplace method 21 is based on the theory of
Pade approximants and the Laplace Transform. Assume

Ž .the same experimental function 3 , whose Laplace Trans-
form is:

M` GiystF s s e f t d ts 17Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH 10 is1 sy
t i

To obtain the previous analytical expression, from which
identification of the individual exponential components is
trivial, the Pade-Laplace method proceeds in three steps.
First, the Laplace Transform is approximated with a Taylor
series at an expansion point s :0

K j1 d jˆ <F s s F s sys 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý sss 00jj! d sjs0

Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. METS signals for synthetic curves: Case 1 left and Case 2 right .
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Table 2
Pade-Laplace results for the first synthetic curve

a Stable Ret Im ReG ImGi t i i i

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 0r1
1 171.673686 y0.000000 19.257355 0.000000

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 1r2
1 10.147560 y0.000000 12.453994 y0.000000
2 346.123370 y0.000000 14.663474 0.000000

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 2r3
1 9.236594 y0.000000 12.843732 0.000000
2 328.142697 y0.000000 14.773263 y0.000000
3 y260.758527 0.000000 0.073693 0.000000

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 3r4
1 9.551318 y0.000000 12.824072 0.000000
2 366.264679 y0.000000 14.616748 0.000000
3 y6.004231 135.151108 0.049065 0.136904
4 y6.004231 y135.151108 0.049065 y0.136904

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 4r5
1 7.293974 y0.000000 10.359027 0.000000
2 33.333270 y12.184416 y0.344979 y6.342751
3 33.333270 12.184416 y0.344979 6.342751
4 119.408065 y0.000000 8.470414 0.000000
5 502.942183 y0.000000 9.893369 0.000000

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 5r6
1 0.084650 y0.000000 y35.234956 y0.000000
2 6 4.999833 y0.000000 10.000680 0.000000
3 6 22.219952 y0.000000 10.000006 0.000000
4 6 50.000219 y0.000000 y10.000148 y0.000000
5 6 111.108263 y0.000000 10.000247 0.000000
6 6 500.018237 y0.000000 9.999924 0.000000

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 6r7
1 0.084650 y0.000000 y35.230851 y0.000000
2 6 4.999833 y0.000000 9.999515 0.000000
3 6 22.219952 y0.000000 9.998841 0.000000
4 6 50.000219 y0.000000 y9.998984 y0.000000
5 6 111.108263 y0.000000 9.999082 0.000000
6 6 500.018237 y0.000000 9.998760 0.000000
7 y50.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

where

j
`d j ystF s s yt f t e d t 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hjd s 0

Second, a Pade approximant is computed for the poly-
Ž . w xŽ .nomial expression 18 . A Pade approximant LrM s is

a rational expression obtained by the division of two
Ž . Ž . 3polynomials A s and B s . This approximant has theL M

3 This article’s implementation of the Pade approximants is based on
w xthe algorithm presented in Ref. 10 .

Table 3
Pade-Laplace results for the second synthetic curve

a Stable Ret Imt ReG ImGi i i i

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 1r2
1 10.057084 y0.000000 877.370421 0.000000
. . .

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 5r6
1 0.561255 y0.000000 y22.550381 0.000000
2 6 4.997995 y0.000000 1000.486086 y0.000000
3 6 22.200775 y0.000000 224.761527 y0.000000
4 6 50.150744 y0.000000 y100.015250 0.000000
5 6 110.701581 y0.000000 45.315601 y0.000000
6 6 498.589394 y0.000000 10.040726 y0.000000
. . .

particular feature that its power series expansion agrees
with the Taylor series up to the term s LqM.

A s a qa s1 q . . . qa s LŽ .L 0 1 Lw xLrM s s s 20Ž . Ž .1 MB s b qb s q . . . qb sŽ .M 0 1 M

Finally, a partial fraction expansion of the Pade approx-
Ž .imant 20 yields the time constants and amplitudes from

the poles and residues of the expansion, respectively.
Ž .The rational expression for the Laplace transform 17

is the ratio of two polynomials with degrees M and Mq1
in the numerator and denominator, respectively. If the
number of exponential components M were known be-

w xforehand, only the MrMq1 approximant would be
necessary. But the value of M is generally unknown,

w xforcing the Pade-Laplace method to compute the, 1r2 ,
w x w x2r3 , . . . NrNq1 Pade approximants and analyze the
behavior of their poles. As the order N of the approximant
exceeds the true number of exponentials M, unstable or
‘‘artificial’’ poles will become noticeable, while the true
poles will remain stable between consecutive approxi-
mants. At that point, the evaluation of Pade approximants
can be terminated and the last approximant is returned as a
solution.

An important issue in the Pade-Laplace method is the
selection of the point s . For numerical reasons, the method0

Table 4
Pade-Z results for the first synthetic curve

a Stable Ret Imt ReG ImGi i i i

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 1r1
1 160.027037 0.000000 18.321210 0.000000
. . .

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 5r5
1 6 5.000000 0.000000 9.801987 y0.000000
2 6 22.220034 0.000000 9.955135 y0.000000
3 6 49.999525 0.000000 y9.979746 y0.000000
4 6 111.111529 0.000000 9.990607 0.000000
5 6 499.999994 0.000000 9.998085 0.000000
. . .
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Table 5
Pade-Z results for the second synthetic curve

a Stable Ret Imt ReG ImGi i i i

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 1r1
1 15.643239 0.000000 481.557784 0.000000
. . .

[ ]Poles and residues of the Pade approximant 5r5
1 6 5.000000 0.000000 998.001969 0.000000
2 6 22.220034 0.000000 224.900317 0.000000
3 6 49.999524 0.000000 y99.981054 y0.000000
4 6 111.111531 0.000000 44.995390 0.000000
5 6 499.999985 0.000000 9.999888 0.000000
. . .

will not work for all values of s . If s is too large, the0 0
Ž .numerical integration in Eq. 19 will truncate the data too

early, and the slowest decays will not be identified. If s is0
Ž .too small, the integrals in Eq. 19 will not converge in the

limited time range provided by the samples of the experi-
mental function. Several iterative heuristics have been
presented for the determination of an optimal value of s0
w x4,21 .

3.4. Pade-Z

The Pade-Z transform method is similar to the Pade-
Laplace, but it employs the discrete Z transform instead of
the continuous Laplace transform. For the experimental

Ž . M ykT rt ifunction 3 , whose sampled version is f sÝ G e ,k is1 i

the Z transform becomes:
M z

w xZ f s G 21Ž .Ýk i yT rt izyeis1

Identification of the individual exponential components
Ž .from Eq. 21 is also trivial. As in the Pade-Laplace

method, the Z transform is approximated by its Taylor
series expansion at a specific expansion point z :0

K 1 jŽ nˆ <F z s F z zyz 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý zsz 00j!js0

where:
n Ny1d

Ž n ykF z ( f zŽ . Ý knd z ks0

Ny1 kqny1 !Ž .n ykyns f y1 z 23Ž . Ž .Ý k ky1 !Ž .ks0

Ž .Notice that Eq. 23 is approximating the derivative of
M Ž yT rt i.the analytical Z transform Ý G zrzye by dif-is1 i

ferentiating the Z transform of the samples ÝNy1 f zyk .ks0 k

Why not use the series ÝNy1 f zyk itself as the Taylorks0 k
Ž .series expansion and avoid all the burden of Eq. 22 and

Ž . Ny1 yk23 ? It turns out that Ý f z is the Taylor seriesks0 k
M Ž yT rt i.expansion of Ý G zrzye for the choice of z sis1 i 0

`. Numerical experience with the Pade-Laplace method
shows that there exists an optimal value of s , so there0

exists an optimal value for z as well.0

The Pade approximants are again computed from the
Taylor series expansion. For an analytical Z transform

Ž . w xsuch as Eq. 21 , only the NrN approximants will be of
interest. If the number of exponential components M is

w xknown a priori, only the MrM Pade approximant needs
to be computed. For unknown M, a detection procedure
similar to the one presented for the Pade-Laplace method
can be used.

4. Preliminary evaluation on synthetic data

Two noiseless synthetic curves are used to illustrate the
capabilities of each method. Each curve contains five

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. Low-pass filtering of real data solid with an RC filter dashed and a decreasing cutoff RC filter dash-dotted .
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exponential components, whose amplitudes and time con-
stants are displayed in Table 1. These cases have been
adopted from the literature for comparison purposes. The
curves are simulated for 10,000 s with a sampling rate of
0.2 s. In the first case, all components have the same
amplitude. In the second case, the product G t is main-i i

tained constant for all components, which is the ideal
situation for the Gardner transform.

Fig. 2 shows the results of the Gardner transform on the
two synthetic curves. The theoretical spectrum, a superpo-

M Ž .sition of delta functions Ý G d tyt , is plotted alongis1 i i

with the Gardner Transform for comparison. The curves
and theoretical spectrum are normalized for visualization
purposes. As anticipated, the Gardner transform performs
significantly better on the curve with G t sK. The disper-i i

sion parameter of the Gaussian low-pass filter was manu-
ally set to m spr10.D

Fig. 3 shows the results of the METS on the same
synthetic curves. The curves are also normalized for visu-
alization purposes. Notice how the resolution increases
with the order of the transform. For the METS , all five4

components have been extracted.
The same curves were analyzed with the Pade-Laplace

routine. Detailed results of the output of the algorithm for
the first synthetic exponential are shown in Table 2. The

final results for the second synthetic curve are given in
Table 3. The expansion point for the Taylor series was
manually set to p s0.009. The method finds the five0

w xstable exponential components in the 5r6 approximant in
both cases.

The final results of the Pade-Z transform are presented
in Tables 4 and 5. The method is able to find all the
components for both signals, although manual selection of
the optimal value z s1.01 was tedious. The five stable0

w xexponents are detected at the 5r5 approximant.

5. Data filtering

The synthetic multi-exponential data used in the previ-
ous section was noiseless, except for the noise introduced
by the logarithmic interpolation in METS and the Gardner
Transform. This is not the case on the electronic nose
experimental data, which needs to be low-pass filtered
while preserving the fastest time constants. As shown by

w xSmith and Cohn-Sfetcu 16 , the optimal filter for multi-
exponential signals is a reverse-time single section RC
filter with a time constant much larger than those of the
signal components. For a single component decay, the
maximum informationrnoise ratio can be obtained when

Fig. 5. Database of odor samples.
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Fig. 6. Gardner transform on real data.

Fig. 7. METS signals on real data.1
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Fig. 8. Search space for s and z .0 0

the filter and the signal have the same time constant. A
further improvement can be made if the RC filter is
allowed to have a cutoff frequency that decreases with

w xtime 11 . This allows the fastest components to be pre-

served, while eliminating high-frequency noise in the
steady-state region. Both constant-cutoff and decreasing-
cutoff filters were tested on real data and the results are
shown in Fig. 4. The top view shows a pronounced lag in

Ž . Ž .Fig. 9. Example fits between data circled and multi-exponential models solid .
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the RC filter. The bottom view zooms on the smoothing
effect in the tail of the curve. The advantages of having a
decreasing cutoff frequency are very significant.

6. Evaluation of real data

The different techniques are now evaluated on data
collected from an electronic nose consisting of 32 polymer
sensors. Samples from six different odorants: distilled

Ž .water, ethanol, acetic acid 5% in volume , brand perfume,
fruit juice and coffee are used. Fig. 5 shows the first out of
three sniffs for each odorant.

6.1. Gardner transform

The Gardner Transform is able to extract one time
constant from the first five odors, and two time constants
from the last odor. The decreased resolution of the trans-
form with respect to synthetic data may be caused by a
slow sampling rate of 1 Hz, the reduced number of sam-

Ž .ples 30–90 typically and the noise introduced in the
logarithmic interpolation step. The dispersion parameter
m was set to 0.01. The 3 dB cutoff frequency of the filterD

was decreased linearly from to 1 Hz for the first sample to

0.1 Hz for the last sample. The 32 Gardner Transforms for
each odor are displayed in Fig. 6.

6.2. METS

METS appears to be more sensitive to noise than the
Gardner transform. The technique is able to extract one
exponential component after the first differentiation
Ž .METS , but the low SNR prevents the use of higher1

order derivatives. The 3 dB cutoff frequency of the filter
was decreased linearly from to 0.2 Hz for the first sample
to 0.05 Hz for the last sample. The 32 METS signals for1

each odor are displayed in Fig. 7.

6.3. Pade-Laplace

The Pade-Laplace method is more robust to experimen-
tal noise than the preceding spectral methods. Its main
drawback is the selection of an expansion point s for the0

Taylor series. Although the importance of an appropriate
choice for s has been corroborated in the literature0
w x1,2,21 , there has been little agreement on a general
heuristic for the determination of this parameter. For this
reason, the implementation used in this study performs an
exhaustive search for the optimal value of s inside a0

Fig. 10. Lifetime-fraction scattergrams for the Pade-Laplace method.
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Fig. 11. Lifetime-fraction scattergram for the Pade-Z method.

suitable range manually selected. The optimal sU is chosen0
Ž .as the value that minimizes the sum-squared error SSE

between the experimental curve and the model:
2Ny1 M

U ytrt i , s , M0s s argmin f y G e 25Ž .Ý Ý0 k i , s , M0ž /s , M ks0 is10

Therefore, for each value of s the number of exponen-0
wŽ . xtials M is determined by the My1 rM Pade approxi-

mant with minimum SSE, instead of using the detection
procedure based on pole stability described in Section 3.3.
The search for s is performed in several passes with0

increasing levels of resolution. The first pass uses a large
step size over the entire range of s . Subsequent passes0

will search the neighborhood of the minimum with smaller
step size. The error surface is very irregular, as shown in
Fig. 8. This error surface was obtained from one of the
distilled water transients.

Although the proposed ad hoc search procedure does
not guarantee the optimal value of s , the resulting curve0

fits between model and experimental data are visually
accurate, as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows the lifetime-fraction scattergrams ob-
tained with the Pade-Laplace method. Each dot represents

Ž .an exponential component with parameters G ,t . Eachi i

scattergram contains the exponential components of 32
sensor transients, and could be used as an odor signature.
At least two clusters and, in some cases, three clusters of

exponential components can be observed. The clusters
with small time constants represent the initial transient of
the signal. The cluster to the right of the scattergram
represents the steady state, for which t™`, which ex-
plains the spread in the time-constant axis.

6.4. Pade-Z

The search for the optimal value of z is performed in a0

similar way as the search for s in the Pade-Laplace0

method. The visual accuracy of the fits is also similar to
those of the Pade-Laplace method. The lifetime-fraction
scattergrams are shown in Fig. 11.

7. Discussion of results

The previous section presented the results of the multi-
exponential analysis on experimental data from a 32-ele-
ment conducting-polymer sensor array. The resolution ca-
pabilities of the spectral methods appear to be severely
limited by the slow sampling rate, limited number of
samples and experimental noise. These methods require
logarithmic interpolation of the evenly sampled curves
and, therefore, a previous low-pass filtering. Both spectral
methods are able to detect one exponential component.
The SNR does not allow higher order METS signals to be
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used, which would otherwise yield better resolution. The
Gardner transform is extremely sensitive to the dispersion
parameter m . Neither technique can recover the steady-D

state value of the curves.
The Pade-Laplace and Pade-Z methods are less sensi-

tive to experimental noise than the spectral techniques and
do not require low-pass filtering. Both methods perform
similarly in terms of minimum-SSE fit and provide visu-
ally accurate curve fits. In most cases, the sensor signals
are modeled with two exponential components, although
sometimes up to five exponential components are found.
These methods can be used for virtually loss-less data
compression, with compression ratios as high as 20:1 in
most cases.

The remaining question is whether the parameters of the
Ž .exponential components G ,t are suitable features fori i

pattern classification or not. Since the exponential func-
tions are non-orthogonal, the parameters might not be
repeatable. This issue constitutes the next step of this
research. The search for the optimal parameters s and z0 0

has been shown to be non-trivial and deserves a closer
look. Finally, the effects of odorant concentration, temper-
ature, humidity and other experimental variables must also
be analyzed.
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